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and found them crying aloud for admittance. They had been
discovered and brought over by polite Mr. Howells and other
realistic worthies. Scarcely had we taken these on trust, un-

til another mighty critic dragged up the Dutch sensitivists
from Holland, and paraded them before us. Will anyone
ever discover that Mexico has a literature of its own? We
cannot tell. Mexico is a Catholic country. It is bitter to
say, but ample experience proves that a Protestant critic will
not discover a Catholic literator. Spain is now being discov-

ered, but the writers are not Catholic writers, whatever they
may be in religion. Just why we Catholics in "the States"
cannot have a Catholic critic who will have sufficient intellect-
ual courage to discover his own in literature, wherever exist-

ent', is past comprehension. Thus, whether we ever learn of

them or not, it is a singular fact that Mexico has now a litera-

ture of her own. She has produced several poets and nov-

elists whose works have been translated into French, German
and Italian. Manuel Flores, for instance, who is the Long-

fellow of Mexico, has been translated into seven languages.
He has yet to appear in English. His books may be found in
many of the book-shop- s of Spain. Spain, by the way, occu-

pies the same relation to Mexican literature that England
does to American. It is conceded that the Spain of today fc

producing the foremost literature of Europe, even by the
greatest Protestant critics, consequently it is a great honor
for a Mexican to find an audience in the mother-countr- y.

More than sixty Mexican writers have had this honor. Can
we present a better showing in America, with all our boast-
ing? It is time some critic go out and discover
Mexico, which lies right along side us. It can be found on

the map.
As witb music and literature so with art. Mexico has an

Art school of her own, that is, a school which is at once high
and distinctively national. In the United States we have that
which we call American literature, but we have no school of

art, much less of music unless we except the negro melodies


